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(54) METHOD AND DEVICE FOR IDENTIFYING KEY TIME POINT OF VIDEO, COMPUTER 
APPARATUS AND STORAGE MEDIUM

(57) A method for identifying a key time point of a
video comprises: using an image classification model to
perform processing of respective image frames in a video
so as to obtain one or more video segments; using an
image detection model to perform processing of a target
video segment so as to obtain positions of a first object

and a second object in an image frame contained in the
target video segment; and when the position of the first
object and the position of the second object in a first im-
age frame satisfy a preset condition, determining a key
time point of the video according to a time point of the
first image frame in the video.
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Description

RELATED APPLICATION

[0001] This application claims priority to Chinese Pat-
ent Application No. 201810791373.3, entitled "METHOD
FOR RECOGNIZING KEY TIME POINT IN VIDEO,
COMPUTER DEVICE, AND STORAGE MEDIUM" filed
with the National Intellectual Property Administration,
PRC on July 18, 2018, which is incorporated herein by
reference in its entirety.

FIELD OF THE TECHNOLOGY

[0002] Embodiments of this application relate to the
field of machine learning technologies, and in particular,
to a method and an apparatus for recognizing a key time
point in a video, a computer device, and a storage me-
dium.

BACKGROUND OF THE DISCLOSURE

[0003] It is of great significance for an application sce-
nario such as a video clip of a sports match to quickly
determine a key time point in a sports match video of
football, basketball, or the like through a computer de-
vice.
[0004] In the related art, for the sports match video of
football, basketball, or the like, the key time point is usu-
ally determined through an image processing algorithm.
Using a basketball match video as an example, the com-
puter device first divides the video into video segments
corresponding to different shot types through a histogram
of oriented gradient (HOG) of each image frame in the
video, and tracks a basketball and a basketball hoop in
the video segments corresponding to one or more shot
types by using speed up robust features (SURF) com-
bining with a Kalman filtering algorithm, and determines
the key time point in the video according to a location
relationship that is between the basketball and basketball
hoop and that is obtained through tracking.
[0005] However, conventional image processing algo-
rithms (for example, algorithms such as the foregoing
HOG, SURF, and Kalman filtering algorithm) have rela-
tively poor robustness and low adaptability for complex
scenes and the camera movement, resulting in low ac-
curacy of the determined key time point.

SUMMARY

[0006] A method for recognizing a key time point in a
video, performed by a computer device, the method in-
cluding:

processing each image frame in the video through
an image classification model, to obtain at least one
video segment; the image classification model being
a machine learning model obtained by training ac-

cording to a first sample image frame, the first sample
image frame being an image frame marked with a
shot type; each video segment including at least two
consecutive image frames in the video, and each
video segment corresponding to one shot type;

processing a target video segment through an image
detection model, to obtain respective locations of a
first object and a second object in an image frame
included in the target video segment; the image de-
tection model being a machine learning model ob-
tained by training according to a second sample im-
age frame, the second sample image frame being
an image frame marked with the location of the first
object and the location of the second object; the tar-
get video segment being a video segment corre-
sponding to a designated shot type in the at least
one video segment; and

determining, in a case that a distance between the
location of the first object and the location of the sec-
ond object in a first image frame meets a preset con-
dition, the key time point of the video according to a
time point of the first image frame in the video; the
first image frame being any one of image frames
included in the target video segment.

[0007] An apparatus for recognizing a key time point
in a video, including:

a first processing module, configured to process
each image frame in the video through an image
classification model, to obtain at least one video seg-
ment; the image classification model being a ma-
chine learning model obtained by training according
to a first sample image frame, the first sample image
frame being an image frame marked with a shot type;
each video segment including at least two consec-
utive image frames in the video, and each video seg-
ment corresponding to one shot type;

a second processing module, configured to process
a target video segment through an image detection
model, to obtain respective locations of a first object
and a second object in an image frame included in
the target video segment; the image detection model
being a machine learning model obtained by training
according to a second sample image frame, the sec-
ond sample image frame being an image frame
marked with the location of the first object and the
location of the second object; the target video seg-
ment being a video segment corresponding to a des-
ignated shot type in the at least one video segment;
and

a determining module, configured to determine, in a
case that a preset condition is met between the lo-
cation of the first object and the location of the second
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object in a first image frame, the key time point of
the video according to a time point of the first image
frame in the video; the first image frame being any
one of image frames included in the target video seg-
ment.

[0008] A computer device, including a processor and
a memory, the memory storing at least one computer-
readable instruction, the computer-readable instruction
being loaded and executed by the processor to perform
the following operations:

processing each image frame in the video through
an image classification model, to obtain at least one
video segment; the image classification model being
a machine learning model obtained by training ac-
cording to a first sample image frame, the first sample
image frame being an image frame marked with a
shot type; each video segment including at least two
consecutive image frames in the video, and each
video segment corresponding to one shot type;

processing a target video segment through an image
detection model, to obtain respective locations of a
first object and a second object in an image frame
included in the target video segment; the image de-
tection model being a machine learning model ob-
tained by training according to a second sample im-
age frame, the second sample image frame being
an image frame marked with the location of the first
object and the location of the second object; the tar-
get video segment being a video segment corre-
sponding to a designated shot type in the at least
one video segment; and

determining, in a case that a preset condition is met
between the location of the first object and the loca-
tion of the second object in a first image frame, the
key time point of the video according to a time point
of the first image frame in the video; the first image
frame being any one of image frames included in the
target video segment.

[0009] A non-volatile computer-readable storage me-
dium, the storage medium storing at least one computer-
readable instruction, and the computer-readable instruc-
tion being loaded by a processor to perform the following
operations:

processing each image frame in the video through
an image classification model, to obtain at least one
video segment; the image classification model being
a machine learning model obtained by training ac-
cording to a first sample image frame, the first sample
image frame being an image frame marked with a
shot type; each video segment including at least two
consecutive image frames in the video, and each
video segment corresponding to one shot type;

processing a target video segment through an image
detection model, to obtain respective locations of a
first object and a second object in an image frame
included in the target video segment; the image de-
tection model being a machine learning model ob-
tained by training according to a second sample im-
age frame, the second sample image frame being
an image frame marked with the location of the first
object and the location of the second object; the tar-
get video segment being a video segment corre-
sponding to a designated shot type in the at least
one video segment; and

determining, in a case that a preset condition is met
between the location of the first object and the loca-
tion of the second object in a first image frame, the
key time point of the video according to a time point
of the first image frame in the video; the first image
frame being any one of image frames included in the
target video segment.

[0010] It is to be understood that the foregoing general
descriptions and the following detailed descriptions are
only exemplary and explanatory, and cannot limit this
application.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0011] The following briefly describes the accompany-
ing drawings required for describing the embodiments.
Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the following
descriptions show merely some embodiments of this ap-
plication, and a person of ordinary skill in the art may still
derive other drawings from the accompanying drawings
without creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a framework diagram of model training and
key time point recognition according to an exemplary
embodiment.

FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of image classifica-
tion model training according to an exemplary em-
bodiment.

FIG. 3 is a schematic flowchart of image detection
model training according to an exemplary embodi-
ment.

FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a method for recognizing a
key time point in a video according to an exemplary
embodiment.

FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a method for recognizing a
key time point in a video according to an exemplary
embodiment.

FIG. 6 is a framework diagram of a key time point
recognition system according to an exemplary em-
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bodiment.

FIG. 7 is a structural block diagram of an apparatus
for recognizing a key time point in a video according
to an exemplary embodiment.

FIG. 8 is a schematic structural diagram of a com-
puter device according to an exemplary embodi-
ment.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0012] Exemplary embodiments are described in detail
herein, and examples thereof are shown in the accom-
panying drawings. When the following descriptions are
made with reference to the accompanying drawings, un-
less indicated otherwise, same numbers in different ac-
companying drawings represent same or similar ele-
ments. The following implementations described in the
following exemplary embodiments do not represent all
implementations that are consistent with this application.
On the contrary, the implementations are merely exam-
ples of apparatuses and methods that are described in
detail in the appended claims and that are consistent with
some aspects of this application.
[0013] The embodiments of this application provide an
efficient and highly accurate solution for recognizing a
key time point in a video. In the solution, segmentation
and object detection can be performed on a video through
a machine learning model, and a key time point in the
video can be recognized according to a detection result.
For ease of understanding, terms in the embodiments of
this application are explained below.

(1) Shot type

[0014] In the embodiments of this application, the shot
type may be a type corresponding to scene content in an
image frame. For example, the shot type may include at
least one of a long shot, a close shot, a close-up shot,
an audience shot, and an advertisement shot.

(2) Machine learning model

[0015] The machine learning model in the embodi-
ments of this application includes, but is not limited to, a
model obtained by training through pre-marked training
data. Specifically, the embodiments of this application
include at least an image classification model and an
image detection model.
[0016] The image classification model may be config-
ured to process an image frame, to determine a shot type
of an inputted image frame. For example, the image clas-
sification model may be a convolutional neural network
(CNN) model.
[0017] The image detection model may be configured
to detect a designated object in the inputted image frame,
for example, a designated person or object. For example,

the image detection model may be a faster regions with
convolutional neural network features (Faster-RCNN)
model.
[0018] The solution of the embodiments of this appli-
cation includes a model training stage and a recognition
stage. FIG. 1 is a framework diagram of model training
and key time point recognition according to an exemplary
embodiment. As shown in FIG. 1, at the model training
stage, a model training device 110 obtains an image clas-
sification model through training according to a first sam-
ple image frame, and obtains an image detection model
through training according to a second sample image
frame, the first sample image frame being an image frame
marked with a shot type, the second sample image frame
being an image frame marked with a location of a first
object and a location of a second object; at the recognition
stage, a recognition device 120 recognizes a key time
point in a video through the trained machine learning
models (that is, the image classification model and the
image detection model) and an inputted video.
[0019] The model training device 110 and the recog-
nition device 120 may be computer devices with a ma-
chine learning capability. For example, the computer de-
vice may be a fixed computer device such as a personal
computer, a server, or the like; alternatively, the computer
device may also be a mobile computer device such as a
smartphone, a tablet computer, an ebook reader, or the
like.
[0020] Optionally, the model training device 110 and
the recognition device 120 may be the same device; al-
ternatively, the model training device 110 and the recog-
nition device 120 may also be different devices. Moreo-
ver, when the model training device 110 and the recog-
nition device 120 are different devices, the model training
device 110 and the recognition device 120 may be de-
vices of the same type. For example, the model training
device 110 and the recognition device 120 may both be
personal computers; alternatively, the model training de-
vice 110 and the recognition device 120 may also be
devices of different types. For example, the model train-
ing device 110 may be a server, and the recognition de-
vice 120 may be a personal computer, or the like. A spe-
cific type of the model training device 110 and the rec-
ognition device 120 is not limited in the embodiments of
this application.
[0021] When the model training device 110 obtains the
image classification model through training according to
the first sample image frame, the first sample image
frame may be extracted from a video sample. To avoid
an over-fitting training result due to the excessive simi-
larity between sample image frames in the first sample
image frame, in the embodiments of this application, the
model training device 110 may extract an image frame
from the frames of the video sample, and input the ex-
tracted image frame to a marking person to manually
mark a corresponding shot type, to obtain the first sample
image frame.
[0022] The image classification model may obtain
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probabilities that the inputted image frame belongs to
various shot types. When a probability that the inputted
image frame belongs to one shot type is greater than a
preset probability threshold (for example, 80%), it may
be considered that the image classification model recog-
nizes a shot type of the image frame successfully (that
is, a shot type of which the corresponding probability is
greater than the preset probability threshold).
[0023] Optionally, to save a marking time and improve
the efficiency of sample marking and model training, in
the embodiments of this application, the model training
device 110 may first obtain an initial classification model
through training according to some first sample image
frames, and then input an unmarked image frame into
the initial classification model; when the initial classifica-
tion model recognizes a shot type of the image frame
successfully, the model training device 110 uses the im-
age frame and the shot type recognized by the initial clas-
sification model as a new first sample image frame, and
when the initial classification model cannot recognize a
shot type of the image frame successfully, the model
training device 110 outputs the image frame to a marking
person to manually mark a corresponding shot type, and
uses the image frame and the shot type manually marked
by the marking person as a new first sample image frame;
after obtaining the new first sample image frame, the
model training device 110 continues to train the initial
classification model according to the new first sample
image frame, until the foregoing image classification
model is obtained.
[0024] For example, FIG. 2 is a schematic flowchart of
image classification model training according to an ex-
emplary embodiment of this application. As shown in FIG.
2, using a sports match video as an example, a model
training device collects a training sports video, and ex-
tracts an image frame in a discontinuous-frame sampling
manner, and a marking person marks different scenes
of the extracted image frames (corresponding to the shot
types), and classifies different shot types into N types
(for example, a long shot, a close shot, an advertisement
shot, a close-up shot, and the like), extracts features and
performs training through the CNN model to obtain the
initial classification model (that is, a classification network
in FIG. 2). Then the model training device extracts image
frames from more test sports videos in a discontinuous-
frame manner and classifies the extracted image frames
through an initial training model. If the classification suc-
ceeds, the extracted image frames and the shot types
obtained through the classification by the initial classifi-
cation model are added into a training sample; if the clas-
sification fails, the marking person marks the shot types
of the extracted image frames, and the extracted image
frames and the marking result are added into the training
sample to gradually increase the quantity of samples and
optimize the initial classification model continuously, until
the foregoing image classification model is obtained. For
example, when the accuracy of the initial classification
model reaches a threshold, the initial classification model

may be determined as the image classification model.
[0025] During the obtaining of the image detection
model through training according to the second sample
image frame, the marking person may collect, in ad-
vance, an image frame including a first object and/or a
second object in a sports video, and marks locations of
the first object and/or the second object in the collected
image frame, and uses the image frame marked with the
locations of the first object and/or the second object as
the second sample image frame.
[0026] The first object and the second object may be
sports equipment related to outcome or score in a sports
match corresponding to the sports video. For example,
an example in which the sports video is a video of a sports
match in which a designated object needs to be moved
to a designated location to win or score is used, the fore-
going first object and the second object may be marks
of the designated object and the designated location. For
example, the first object and the second object may be
a basketball and a basketball hoop respectively; alterna-
tively, the first object and the second object may be a
football and a football goal respectively.
[0027] Similarly, to save a marking time and improve
the efficiency of sample marking and model training, in
this embodiment of this application, the model training
device 110 may first obtain an initial detection model
through training according to some second sample image
frames, and then input an image frame not marked with
an object location into the initial detection model; when
the initial detection model recognizes locations of a first
object and/or a second object in the image frame suc-
cessfully, the model training device 110 uses the image
frame and the locations of the first object and/or the sec-
ond object recognized by the initial detection model as a
new second sample image frame, and when the initial
detection model cannot recognize locations of a first ob-
ject and/or a second object in the image frame success-
fully, the model training device 110 outputs the image
frame to a marking person to manually mark correspond-
ing locations of the first object and/or the second object,
and uses the image frame and the locations of the first
object and/or the second object manually marked by the
marking person as a new second sample image frame;
after obtaining the new second sample image frame, the
model training device 110 continues to train the initial
detection model according to the new second sample
image frame, until the foregoing image detection model
is obtained.
[0028] For example, FIG. 3 is a schematic flowchart of
image detection model training according to an exem-
plary embodiment of this application. As shown in FIG.
3, using a sports match video as an example, a model
training device collects a training sports video, and ex-
tracts an image frame in a discontinuous-frame sampling
manner, and the marking person marks locations of a
first object and/or a second object in each extracted im-
age frame, extracts features and performs training
through the Faster-RCNN model to obtain the initial de-
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tection model (that is, a detection network in FIG. 3). Then
the model training device extracts image frames from
more test sports videos in a discontinuous-frame manner
and detects the extracted image frames through an initial
training model. If the detection succeeds, the extracted
image frames and the locations of the first object and/or
the second object obtained through the detection by the
initial detection model are added into a training sample;
if the detection fails, the marking person marks the loca-
tions of the first object and/or the second object in the
extracted image frame, and the extracted image frames
and the marking result are added into the training sample
to gradually increase the quantity of samples and opti-
mize the initial detection model continuously, until the
foregoing image detection model is obtained.
[0029] The training sports video and the test sports vid-
eo used for training the image classification model and
the training sports video and the test sports video used
for training the image detection model may be the same
sports video, or may be different sports videos.
[0030] FIG. 4 is a flowchart of a method for recognizing
a key time point in a video according to an exemplary
embodiment. As shown in FIG. 4, a process of recogniz-
ing a key time point in a video by the recognition device
120 may be as follows:
Step 401. Process each image frame in the video through
an image classification model, to obtain at least one video
segment.
[0031] Specifically, the recognition device processes
each image frame in the video through the image clas-
sification model, to obtain the at least one video segment;
each video segment including at least two consecutive
image frames in the video, and each video segment cor-
responding to one shot type.
[0032] Step 402. Process a target video segment
through an image detection model, to obtain respective
locations of a first object and a second object in an image
frame included in the target video segment.
[0033] Specifically, the recognition device processes
the target video segment through the image detection
model, to obtain respective locations of a first object and
a second object in an image frame included in the target
video segment; the target video segment being a video
segment corresponding to a designated shot type in the
at least one video segment.
[0034] Step 403. Determine, in a case that a preset
condition is met between the location of the first object
and the location of the second object in a first image
frame, the key time point of the video according to a time
point of the first image frame in the video.
[0035] Specifically, when a preset condition is met be-
tween the location of the first object and the location of
the second object in the first image frame, the recognition
device determines the key time point of the video accord-
ing to a time point of the first image frame in the video;
the first image frame being any one of image frames in-
cluded in the target video segment.
[0036] According to the solution shown in FIG. 4, a

video is classified through a pre-trained machine learning
model, and locations of a first object and a second object
in an image frame of a video segment corresponding to
a designated shot type are detected, and whether a time
point corresponding to the image frame can be used for
determining a key time point of the video is then deter-
mined according to a location relationship between the
first object and the second object in the image frame.
The machine learning model has relatively strong adapt-
ability in image classification and object detection fields,
and therefore, according to this solution, a key time point
in a video can be recognized relatively accurately, there-
by improving the accuracy of recognition.
[0037] According to this application, the sports video
may be analyzed by using a machine learning technolo-
gy, and different scenes (that is, the shot types) may be
divided and a key time point may be extracted, thereby
facilitating subsequent video clipping and other process-
ing. In a process of recognizing the key time point through
the image classification model and the image detection
model, the recognition device may further perform
smoothing processing on results outputted by the image
classification model and the image detection model re-
spectively, to improve the accuracy of recognizing a key
time point.
[0038] Specifically, for example, for particularity of a
sports video and at a first stage, the CNN model is con-
figured to extract scene features under different shot
types, and an image frame in the video is classified. To
improve the accuracy of classification, filtering may be
further performed in time domain after the classification,
to ensure the smoothness of the video segment. At a
second stage, object detection (for example, a basketball
in a basketball match video) is performed on a valid seg-
ment (that is, a video segment corresponding to a des-
ignated shot type) with reference to a classification result
of the first stage, to capture key time point information
(for example, a shot). Further, to improve the accuracy
of recognizing a key time point, filtering may further be
performed in time domain to remove false detections of
mutations after the detection, and then a tracking algo-
rithm is used for filling a frame that is not detected to
reduce the miss rate of key shots. According to this ap-
plication, the scene classification technology and the ob-
ject detection technology in the machine learning are
combined for detecting a key time point of a sports video,
and particularity of a sports video and a capability of the
machine learning technology on video analysis are used,
which provides great convenience for extracting a key
time point in a sports video.
[0039] FIG. 5 is a flowchart of a method for recognizing
a key time point in a video according to an exemplary
embodiment. The method for recognizing a key time point
in a video may be performed by a computer device, for
example, the recognition device 120 shown in FIG. 1. As
shown in FIG. 5, the method for recognizing a key time
point in a video may include the following steps:
Step 501. Input each image frame in the video into the
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image classification model, to obtain a model classifica-
tion result outputted by the image classification model,
the model classification result being used for indicating
a shot type of each image frame in the video.
[0040] The image classification model is a machine
learning model obtained through training according to a
first sample image frame, the first sample image frame
being an image frame marked with a shot type.
[0041] In this embodiment of this application, the image
classification model may classify image frames in the in-
putted video frame by frame, that is, may perform feature
extraction on each inputted image frame and calculate a
probability that the image frame belongs to each shot
type, and determine a shot type corresponding to a max-
imum probability as a shot type of the image frame.
[0042] Step 502. Perform smoothing correction on the
shot type to which each image frame in the video and
that is indicated by the model classification result.
[0043] Optionally, in this embodiment of this applica-
tion, the recognition device may obtain a category mode
of a first image group and a category mode of a second
image group, the category mode indicating a shot type
in the image group with a maximum quantity of corre-
sponding image frames; the first image group being r
image frames previous to the second image frame, the
second image group being r image frames subsequent
to the second image frame, the second image frame be-
ing any image frame in the video other than the first r
frames and the last r frames, r being an integer greater
than or equal to 1; and the recognition device sets, in a
case that a shot type indicated by the category mode of
the first image group is the same as a shot type indicated
by the category mode of the second image group, the
shot type of the second image frame to the shot type
indicated by the category mode of the first image group.
[0044] For example, an example in which the foregoing
video is a sports video is used, after the model training
device obtains a classification network (that is, the fore-
going image classification model) through training, the
recognition device classifies the sports video through the
classification network frame by frame, to obtain a shot
type sequence of the entire sports video. Every scene of
the sports match has a specific duration, and is smooth
in the duration. Therefore, in this embodiment of this ap-
plication, a filter f with a radius r may be used in time
domain to filter, to remove a mutation frame in time do-
main caused by false classification. A specific filtering
manner is as follows:
[0045] For a tth frame in the sports video, a category
mode of a (t-r)th frame to a (t-1)th frame and a category
mode of a (t+1)th frame to a (t+r)th frame are calculated.
If the two modes are the same shot type C, the tth frame
is classified into the shot type C, and otherwise, the shot
type of the tth frame remains unchanged.
[0046] In a possible example, when the category mode
of the first image group or the second image group is
obtained, if there are two or more shot types in the first
image group or the second image group with a maximum

quantity of corresponding image frames, the shot type of
the second image frame is not corrected.
[0047] For example, r is 10; assuming that in 10 images
of the first image group, a quantity of image frames cor-
responding to a first shot type and a quantity of image
frames corresponding to a second shot type are both 4,
that is, there are two shot types in the first image group
with a maximum quantity of corresponding image frames,
in this case, the recognition device may not perform cor-
rection on the shot type of the second image frame, that
is, the shot type of the second image frame is maintained
as the shot type indicated by the model classification re-
sult.
[0048] Optionally, when smoothing correction is per-
formed on the shot type of each image frame in the fore-
going steps, the smoothing correction may be performed
on the shot type of each image frame in the video from
the front to the back starting from an (r+1)th image frame
of the video. Alternatively, the smoothing correction may
be performed on the shot type of each image frame in
the video from the back to the front starting from an (r+1)th

image frame from the end of the video, and a sequence
in which the recognition device performs the smoothing
correction on the image frames in the video is not limited
in this embodiment of this application.
[0049] In the foregoing solution, the second image
frame is any image frame between the (r+1)th image
frame in the video and the (r+1)th image frame from the
end in the video, and the smoothing correction may not
be performed on the shot types of the first r frames and
the last r frames in the video, that is, the shot types of
the first r frames and the last r frames in the video are
maintained as the shot type recognized by the image
classification model.
[0050] Alternatively, in another possible example, the
smoothing correction is not performed on the shot types
of the first image frame and the last image frame in the
video. For a pth image frame (2≤p≤r, and p is an integer)
in the first r frames of the video, the recognition device
may obtain a category mode (that is, a shot type in first
p-1 image frames with a maximum quantity of corre-
sponding image frames) of an image group including the
p-1 image frames previous to the pth image frame, and
obtains a category mode (that is, a shot type in r image
frames subsequent to the pth image frame with a maxi-
mum quantity of corresponding image frames) of an im-
age group including the r image frames subsequent to
the pth image frame (that is, from a (p+1)th image frame
to a (p+r)th image frame). When a shot type indicated by
the category mode of the image group including the first
p-1 image frames is the same as a shot type indicated
by the category mode of the image group including the r
image frames subsequent to the pth image frame, the
shot type of the pth image frame is set to the shot type
indicated by the category mode of the image group in-
cluding the first p-1 image frames.
[0051] For example, assuming that r is 10, the recog-
nition device maintains the shot type of the first frame in
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the video unchanged; when p is 5, the recognition device
compares a shot type in the first to fourth frames with a
maximum quantity of corresponding image frames with
a shot type in the sixth to fifteenth frames with a maximum
quantity of corresponding image frames; when the two
are consistent, the shot type of the fifth frame is set to
the shot type in the first to fourth frames with the maximum
quantity of corresponding image frames.
[0052] For the qth image frame from the end (2≤q≤r,
and q is an integer) in the last r frames of the video, the
recognition device may obtain a category mode of an
image group including q-1 image frames subsequent to
the qth image frame from the end, and obtain a category
mode of an image group including r image frames previ-
ous to the qth image frame (that is, from a (q+1)th image
frame from the end to a (q+r)th image frame from the
end); when a shot type indicated by the category mode
of the image group including the last q-1 image frames
is the same as a shot type indicated by the category mode
of the image group including the r image frames previous
to the qth image frame from the end, the shot type of the
qth image frame from the end is set to the shot type indi-
cated by the category mode of the image group including
the last q-1 image frames.
[0053] Step 503. Divide the video into the at least one
video segment according to the shot type of each image
frame in the video after the smoothing correction.
[0054] Optionally, the recognition device may divide
the video into at least one temporary video segment ac-
cording to the shot type of each image frame in the video
after the smoothing correction; shot types of image
frames included in each temporary video segment being
the same, and shot types of image frames included in
two consecutive temporary video segments being differ-
ent; the recognition device modifies, in a case that a
quantity of image frames included in a target temporary
video segment is less than a preset quantity threshold,
a shot type of each image frame in the target temporary
video segment into a shot type of each image frame in a
temporary video segment previous to the target tempo-
rary video segment, and combines the target temporary
video segment into the temporary video segment previ-
ous to the target temporary video segment; the target
temporary video segment being any temporary video
segment in the at least one temporary video segment
other than a first temporary video segment; and the rec-
ognition device uses a remaining temporary video seg-
ment after combination as the at least one video segment.
[0055] Optionally, when the quantity of the image
frames included in the target temporary video segment
is not less than the preset quantity threshold, the recog-
nition device may not modify the shot type of the image
frame in the target temporary video segment.
[0056] An example in which the foregoing video is a
sports video is used again. After the filtering is completed,
considering the continuity of the video segmentation,
some short video segments with short durations may be
removed. Specifically, a threshold T may be set in the

recognition device, and lengths (that is, quantities of im-
age frames) of video segments are determined one by
one according to a time sequence of the video segments.
For a video segment with a length less than T, the rec-
ognition device modifies a shot type of the video segment
into a shot type corresponding to a previous video seg-
ment, to combine the video segment with a short duration
with the previous video segment, and for a video segment
with a length not less than T, the recognition device does
not modify the shot type corresponding to the video seg-
ment.
[0057] For example, assuming that the recognition de-
vice divides the video into 5 temporary video segments
(a temporary video segment 1, a temporary video seg-
ment 2, a temporary video segment 3, a temporary video
segment 4, and a temporary video segment 5 respec-
tively) according to the shot type of each image frame in
the video after the smoothing correction, the recognition
device first determines that a quantity of image frames
in the temporary video segment 2 is less than the preset
quantity threshold (assumed to be 100), and modifies a
shot type of each image frame in the temporary video
segment 2 into a shot type of each image frame in the
temporary video segment 1, to combine the temporary
video segment 2 into the temporary video segment 1 to
obtain a temporary video segment 1’. In this case, the
temporary video segments of the video are the temporary
video segment 1’, the temporary video segment 3, the
temporary video segment 4, and the temporary video
segment 5. Then, the recognition device determines that
a quantity of image frames in the temporary video seg-
ment 3 is less than 100, and modifies a shot type of each
image frame in the temporary video segment 3 into a
shot type of each image frame in the temporary video
segment 1’, to combine the temporary video segment 3
into the temporary video segment 1’ to obtain a temporary
video segment 1". In this case, the temporary video seg-
ments of the video are a temporary video segment 1",
the temporary video segment 4, and the temporary video
segment 5. Then, the recognition device determines that
a quantity of image frames in the temporary video seg-
ment 4 and a quantity of image frames in the temporary
video segment 5 are not less than 100, and maintains
shot types of the image frames in the temporary video
segment 4 and the temporary video segment 5 un-
changed, and finally remaining temporary video seg-
ments after the combination are the temporary video seg-
ment 1", the temporary video segment 4, and the tem-
porary video segment 5.
[0058] Optionally, during performing of the combina-
tion on the temporary video segments in the foregoing
steps, the combination and determining may be per-
formed on the temporary video segments of the video
from the front to the back starting from a second tempo-
rary video segment of the video. Alternatively, the com-
bination and determining may be performed on the tem-
porary video segments of the video from the back to the
front starting from a last temporary video segment of the
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video, and a sequence in which the recognition device
performs the combination and determining on the tem-
porary video segments of the video is not limited in this
embodiment of this application. For example, an example
in which the video is divided into 5 temporary video seg-
ments: the temporary video segment 1, the temporary
video segment 2, the temporary video segment 3, the
temporary video segment 4, and the temporary video
segment 5 respectively is used; the recognition device
may first determine whether a quantity of image frames
in the temporary video segment 4 is less than the preset
quantity threshold, and then determine whether a quan-
tity of image frames in the temporary video segment 3 is
less than the preset quantity threshold, and the rest may
be deduced by analogy.
[0059] Through the foregoing time-domain filtering and
segment combination, on one hand, some frames with
false classification may be corrected; and on the other
hand, the smoothness of the segments of the entire video
may be ensured.
[0060] Step 504. Input each image frame in the target
video segment into the image detection model, to obtain
a model detection result outputted by the image detection
model, the model detection result being used for indicat-
ing respective temporary locations of the first object and
the second object in the image frame included in the tar-
get video segment.
[0061] The target video segment is a video segment
corresponding to a designated static type in the at least
one video segment obtained in step 503.
[0062] An example in which the foregoing video is a
sports video is used, and in the sports video, a wonderful
shot usually appears only in a long shot, a close shot,
and a close-up shot. Therefore, in this embodiment of
this application, the target video segment may be a video
segment of which a corresponding shot type is a desig-
nated shot type such as a long shot, a close shot, a close-
up shot, or the like. After performing segmentation on the
video, the recognition device performs object detection
only on a target video segment corresponding to the des-
ignated shot type, and does not need to perform object
detection on video segments other than the video seg-
ment corresponding to the designated shot type, to avoid
an unnecessary detection step, thereby improving the
efficiency of recognizing the key time point.
[0063] In this embodiment of this application, the image
detection model may perform object detection on image
frames in the inputted target video segments frame by
frame, that is, may perform feature extraction on each
inputted image frame and calculate a probability that a
target object (that is, any one of the foregoing first object
and second object) is located in each location in the im-
age frame, and determine a location corresponding to a
maximum probability as a temporary location of the target
object in the image frame.
[0064] Step 505. Perform smoothing correction on the
respective temporary locations of the first object and the
second object in the image frame included in the target

video segment, to obtain the respective locations of the
first object and the second object in the image frame in-
cluded in the target video segment.
[0065] Optionally, the recognition device obtains tem-
porary locations of a target object in image frames of a
third image group and a fourth image group, the target
object being any one of the first object and the second
object, the third image group being w image frames pre-
vious to a third image frame, the fourth image group being
w image frames subsequent to the third image frame,
the third image frame being any image frame in the target
video segment other than the first w frames and the last
w frames, w being an integer greater than or equal to 1;
the recognition device obtains an average location, the
average location being an average value of the tempo-
rary locations of the target object in the image frames of
the third image group and the fourth image group; and
the recognition device corrects the temporary location of
the target object in the third image frame according to
the average location.
[0066] For example, assuming that the target video
segment includes 1000 image frames, and w is 5, for a
jth image frame in the 6th image frame to the 995th image
frame in the target video segment, the recognition device
may obtain an average location of the target object in a
(j-5)th image frame to a (j-1)th image frame and in a (j+1)th

image frame to a (j+5)th image frame, and correct a tem-
porary location of the target object in the jth image frame
according to the obtained average location.
[0067] Optionally, when correcting the temporary loca-
tion of the target object in the third image frame according
to the average location, the recognition device may ob-
tain an offset of the temporary location of the target object
in the third image frame relative to the average location;
and when the offset is greater than an offset threshold,
the temporary location of the target object in the third
image frame is corrected into the average location. On
the contrary, when the offset is not greater than the offset
threshold, the recognition device may not correct the tem-
porary location of the target object in the third image
frame.
[0068] In another possible implementation, when cor-
recting the temporary location of the target object in the
third image frame according to the average location, the
recognition device may average the temporary location
of the target object in the third image frame and the fore-
going average location to obtain an average value, and
correct the temporary location of the target object in the
third image frame into the average value obtained again.
[0069] Optionally, before performing smoothing cor-
rection on the respective temporary locations of the first
object and the second object in the image frame included
in the target video segment, the recognition device may
further obtain a template image corresponding to a fourth
image frame, the fourth image frame being an image
frame that is of the target object and that is not detected
by the image detection model in the image frames includ-
ed in the target video segment; the template image being
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an image corresponding to a temporary location of the
target object in a fifth image frame; the fifth image frame
being an image frame that is of the target object and that
is detected by the image detection model previous to the
fourth image frame in the image frames included in the
target video segment, and/or, the fifth image frame being
an image frame that is of the target object and that is
detected by the image detection model subsequent to
the fourth image frame in the image frames included in
the target video segment; and perform template matching
in the fourth image frame through the template image, to
obtain a temporary location of the target object in the
fourth image frame.
[0070] During actual application, the image detection
model may have a missed detection, that is, there is a
target object in one image frame, but the image detection
model cannot detect a location of the target object suc-
cessfully. Therefore, in this embodiment of this applica-
tion, before the performing of smoothing correction on a
temporary location of a target object in each image frame,
a location of the target object in the image frame that is
not detected may be complemented through template
matching first. In a specific example, for a current image
frame that is not detected and that is of the target object,
the recognition device may use an image corresponding
to a location of a target object in an image frame that is
detected previous to the current image frame and that is
of the target object as a template, and perform template
matching in the current image frame through the template
to obtain a location with a highest degree of matching
between images of locations in the current image frame
and the template. When a matching degree correspond-
ing to the location with a highest matching degree is
greater than a preset matching degree threshold, the rec-
ognition device may determine the location with a highest
matching degree as a location of the target object in the
current image frame.
[0071] To avoid a mismatch, in this embodiment of this
application, when performing template matching in the
current image frame by using the template image, the
recognition device may perform template matching only
in a preset range around a target location, and the target
location may be a temporary location of the template im-
age in an image frame that is of the target object and that
is detected previous to the current image frame.
[0072] When the image detection model cannot suc-
cessfully detect at least two consecutive image frames
at locations of the target object, the recognition device
may first perform template matching in the first image
frame in the at least two consecutive image frames, and
use an image at the location obtained through matching
as a new template image, and perform template matching
in the second image frame through the new template
image, and the rest may be deduced by analogy.
[0073] In addition, in the foregoing solution, only an
example in which an image corresponding to a location
of a target object in an image frame that is of the target
object and that is detected previous to the current image

frame is used as a template (that is, sequential matching)
is used for description, but during actual application, an
image corresponding to a location of a target object in
an image frame that is of the target object and that is
detected subsequent to the current image frame may al-
ternatively be used as a template (that is, reverse match-
ing). Correspondingly, when the image detection model
cannot successfully detect at least two consecutive im-
age frames at locations of the target object, the recogni-
tion device may first perform template matching in the
last image frame in the at least two consecutive image
frames, and use an image at the location obtained
through matching as a new template image, and perform
template matching in the penultimate image frame
through the new template image, and the rest may be
deduced by analogy.
[0074] Further, the recognition device may combine
matching results obtained through the sequential match-
ing and the reverse matching. For example, for the fore-
going current image frame, the recognition device ob-
tains a first location of the target object in the current
image frame through the sequential matching, and ob-
tains a second location of the target object in the current
image frame through the reverse matching, and averag-
es the first location and the second location to obtain an
average value, and obtains a temporary location of the
target object in the current image frame. Alternatively, a
location corresponding to the higher matching degree in
the first location and the second location may be used
as the temporary location.
[0075] Using a basketball match video or a football
match video as an example, according to the solution
shown in this application, key shots of the shot may be
captured by tracking locations of the basketball and the
basketball hoop, or key shots of the goal may be captured
by tracking locations of the football and the football goal.
[0076] Considering that a pixel area of the ball in the
video is relatively small, ball detection may be performed
by using the Faster-RCNN in this embodiment of this
application. Using the basketball match video as an ex-
ample, a preliminary detection result is obtained by mark-
ing a specific quantity of samples of basketballs and bas-
ketball hoops under different scenes and by training by
using the Faster-RCNN model. During training, more
false detection locations may be excluded by controlling
sizes of a maximum detection box and a minimum de-
tection box in the Faster-RCNN according to principles
that there is only one basketball in one scene and a size
of the basketball in different shot types has a specific rule
(for example, the basketball in the long shot is relatively
small).
[0077] During testing, some video segments (for ex-
ample, interstitials, audience close-up shots, and the like)
without a key shot may be excluded by using the classi-
fication result obtained from the foregoing step 501 to
step 503, and detection is performed on video segments
in which a key shot is likely to be present.
[0078] Considering the continuity of an object location
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over a short period of time in a continuous segment, in
this application, some image frames with large offsets in
location may be corrected through time-domain filtering
to ensure the continuity of the object location change. In
a specific example, for a continuous segment having n
frames, the center pixel coordinates of the detected bas-
ketball hoop in each frame are used as the location of
the basketball, and the location is denoted as Ci, i = 1,
2..., n. For a location Ck of the basketball in one frame,
λ is set to the foregoing offset threshold. If: 

[0079] it may be considered that there is a problem
with the location of the basketball in the frame, and the
location of the basketball in the frame is adjusted to: 

[0080] There are some missed detections in the result
of the detection, and missed detection results of some
frames may affect the capture of the key shot. Therefore,
in this application, the frame that is not detected may be
complemented by using a tracking algorithm. Consider-
ing the irregular deformation of the ball in motion, a rel-
atively good tracking effect cannot be achieved by using
either an edge feature or a HOG feature, and therefore,
an RGB space template matching method is used for ball
tracking. For a tth that is not detected, if a detection result
of a (t-1)th frame exists, an object image detected in the
(t-1)th frame is used as a template. In the tth frame, tem-
plate matching is performed in a neighborhood corre-
sponding to an object location in the (t-1)th frame, a lo-
cation at which the matching degree is greater than the
threshold is recorded, and a location with a highest
matching degree is selected as a final matching result.
For a continuous segment P = (p1, p2,..., pn) having n
frames, template matching (for the tth frame, the (t-1)th
frame is used as a template) is performed once according
to a time forward sequence, and tracking (for the tth frame,
the (t+1)th frame is used as a template) is performed once
according to a time backward sequence. For each frame
that is not detected, a result with a higher matching de-
gree in forward tracking and backward tracking is select-
ed as a tracking result.
[0081] In the foregoing solution, the recognition device
first performs template matching on an image frame that
is of a target object and that is not detected by an image
detection model, and then performs smoothing correc-
tion on a location of a target object in each image frame.
In another possible implementation, the recognition de-
vice may further perform smoothing correction on a lo-

cation of a target object in each image frame first, and
then perform template matching on an image frame that
is of a target object and that is not detected by the image
detection model.
[0082] Step 506. Determine, in a case that a preset
condition is met between the location of the first object
and the location of the second object in a first image
frame, the key time point of the video according to a time
point of the first image frame in the video; the first image
frame being any one of image frames included in the
target video segment.
[0083] Optionally, when the preset condition is met be-
tween the location of the first object and the location of
the second object in the first image frame, the recognition
device determines the time point of the first image frame
in the video as the key time point of the video.
[0084] Optionally, when the distance between the lo-
cation of the first object and the location of the second
object in the first image frame is less than a distance
threshold, the recognition device may determine the key
time point of the video according to the time point of the
first image frame in the video.
[0085] For example, assuming that the time point of
the first image frame in the video is 0:25:38 (that is, at
the 25th minute and 38th second of the play time), and
the distance between the location of the first object and
the location of the second object in the first image frame
is less than the distance threshold, in this case, the rec-
ognition device may determine 0:25:38 as the key time
point of the video.
[0086] Obtaining a moving track of a key object can
provide great convenience for capturing the key shot.
Using the shot in a basketball game as an example, a
location relationship between a basketball and a basket-
ball hoop may be used for determining whether there is
a shooting shot. For example, a video of a basketball
match is inputted, and in each segment, a location Bi of
a basketball and a location Si of a basketball hoop in an
ith frame are detected, and a threshold is set to k; when
|Bi - Si | < k is satisfied, it is considered that there is a
shot event, that is, there is a key shot near a time point
of the ith frame in the video. In this case, the time point
of the ith frame in the video is recognized as the key time
point.
[0087] FIG. 6 is a framework diagram of a key time
point recognition system according to an embodiment of
this application. As shown in FIG. 6, after a sports video
is inputted, the video is segmented first, and shot types
of frames of images in the video are classified by using
a trained image classification model. After the classifica-
tion is completed, because there may be very few frames
that are misclassified, and considering that the sports
video has a specific duration in each specific scene, in
this application, time-domain filtering (corresponding to
the smoothing correction shown in step 502) is adopted,
and a shot type with a quantity of frames less than a
specific threshold is corrected into a shot type that is ad-
jacent to the shot type and with a quantity of frames great-
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er than the threshold. After the time-domain filtering, the
video is divided into a plurality of segments according to
shot types. The segment may be outputted as useful in-
formation, or may be used as input information for sub-
sequent detection. For a ball game, whether the obtained
segment is a useful segment (that is, the foregoing target
video segment, for example, a segment corresponding
to a long shot) may be determined, and the trained image
detection model is configured to detect a key object (for
example, the basketball and basketball hoop in the bas-
ketball game, or the football and the football goal in the
football game). In each continuous segment, locations
of the key objects may be considered to be consecutive
(there are no hops), and therefore, in each continuous
segment, a false detection location at which a hop exists
is corrected by using location information of a previous
frame and a subsequent frame. For a frame that is not
detected, template matching tracking is performed in a
neighborhood of an object location detected in an adja-
cent frame. After the location information of the key object
is obtained, according to this application, the information
may be used for determining whether there is a wonderful
shot (for example, a goal). If there is a wonderful shot, a
time point of an image frame in which the wonderful shot
is located in the video is outputted.
[0088] In recent years, machine learning algorithms
such as deep learning have shown strong capabilities in
image classification and object detection. Using the bas-
ketball match video as an example, in this application,
under a policy of determining a shooting shot through a
location relationship between the basketball and the bas-
ketball hoop, the match video is segmented by using the
CNN. After segments of the basketball that do not need
to be extracted are removed, locations of the basketball
and basketball hoop are detected in the remaining seg-
ments by using the Faster-RCNN. Considering the con-
tinuity of each segment in the time domain, the time-do-
main filtering is used for excluding false-detection frames
with a relatively large location hop. Finally, the frame that
is not detected is filled in a template matching tracking
method, and the shot spot is determined through the lo-
cation relationship between the basketball hoop and the
basketball. The method provided in this application has
good robustness and can achieve high accuracy and a
high recall rate for complex match scenes and camera
movements. Specifically, in sports video analysis, the
content in this application may include the following two
points:

1. The machine learning algorithm is used for seg-
menting the sports match video, and segments of
different scene shots are processed separately,
thereby greatly improving the accuracy of determin-
ing subsequent key shots.

2. The object detection technology of the machine
learning algorithm is combined with a tracking algo-
rithm to detect key objects in a video, and the time-

domain filtering is used for excluding false-detection
frames on each individual segment, thereby greatly
improving the detection accuracy and recall rate of
determining subsequent key shots.

[0089] The foregoing solution is described only by us-
ing the basketball match video or football match video
as an example. During actual application, the solution
shown in the embodiments of this application may alter-
natively be applied to another sports match video or non-
sports match video in which the presence of a key shot
may be determined through a location between at least
two key objects.
[0090] Through the foregoing solution, the segmenta-
tion of the sports video and the extraction of the key shot
provide great convenience for subsequent video clipping,
and the video editing person may extract key shots more
conveniently to make highlights. At the same time, for a
user side, the solution of this application can provide us-
ers with the option to skip or select some scenes or shots,
thereby improving their experience of watching a sports
video.
[0091] In conclusion, according to the solution shown
in the embodiments of this application, a video is classi-
fied through a pre-trained machine learning model, and
locations of a first object and a second object in an image
frame of a video segment corresponding to a designated
shot type are detected, and then whether a time point
corresponding to the image frame can be used for deter-
mining a key time point of the video is determined ac-
cording to a location relationship between the first object
and the second object in the image frame. The machine
learning model has relatively strong adaptability in image
classification and object detection fields, and therefore,
according to this solution, a key time point in a video can
be recognized relatively accurately, thereby improving
the accuracy of recognition.
[0092] FIG. 7 is a structural block diagram of an appa-
ratus for recognizing a key time point in a video according
to an exemplary embodiment. The apparatus for recog-
nizing a key time point in a video may be used in a com-
puter device, to perform all or some of steps of the em-
bodiment shown in FIG. 4 or FIG. 5. The apparatus for
recognizing a key time point in a video may include:

a first processing module 701, configured to process
each image frame in the video through an image
classification model, to obtain at least one video seg-
ment; the image classification model being a ma-
chine learning model obtained by training according
to a first sample image frame, the first sample image
frame being an image frame marked with a shot type;
each video segment including at least two consec-
utive image frames in the video, and each video seg-
ment corresponding to one shot type;

a second processing module 702, configured to
process a target video segment through an image
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detection model, to obtain respective locations of a
first object and a second object in an image frame
included in the target video segment; the image de-
tection model being a machine learning model ob-
tained by training according to a second sample im-
age frame, the second sample image frame being
an image frame marked with the location of the first
object and the location of the second object; the tar-
get video segment being a video segment corre-
sponding to a designated shot type in the at least
one video segment; and

a determining module 703, configured to determine,
in a case that a preset condition is met between the
location of the first object and the location of the sec-
ond object in a first image frame, the key time point
of the video according to a time point of the first image
frame in the video; the first image frame being any
one of image frames included in the target video seg-
ment.

[0093] Optionally, the first processing module 701 is
specifically configured to:

input each image frame in the video into the image
classification model, to obtain a model classification
result outputted by the image classification model,
the model classification result being used for indicat-
ing a shot type of each image frame in the video;

perform smoothing correction on the shot type of
each image frame in the video and that is indicated
by the model classification result; and

divide the video into the at least one video segment
according to the shot type of each image frame in
the video after the smoothing correction.

[0094] Optionally, during the performing of the smooth-
ing correction on the shot type of each image frame in
the video and that is indicated by the model classification
result, the first processing module 701 is specifically con-
figured to:

obtain a category mode of a first image group and a
category mode of a second image group, the cate-
gory mode indicating a shot type in the image group
with a maximum quantity of corresponding image
frames; the first image group being r image frames
previous to the second image frame, the second im-
age group being r image frames subsequent to the
second image frame, the second image frame being
any image frame in the video other than the first r
frames and the last r frames, r being an integer great-
er than or equal to 1; and

set, in a case that a shot type indicated by the cate-
gory mode of the first image group is the same as a

shot type indicated by the category mode of the sec-
ond image group, the shot type of the second image
frame to the shot type indicated by the category
mode of the first image group.

[0095] Optionally, during the dividing of the video into
the at least one video segment according to the shot type
of each image frame in the video after the smoothing
correction, the first processing module 701 is specifically
configured to:

divide the video into at least one temporary video
segment according to the shot type of each image
frame in the video after the smoothing correction;
shot types of image frames included in each tempo-
rary video segment being the same, and shot types
of image frames included in two consecutive tempo-
rary video segments being different;

modify, in a case that a quantity of image frames
included in a target temporary video segment is less
than a preset quantity threshold, a shot type of each
image frame in the target temporary video segment
into a shot type of each image frame in a temporary
video segment previous to the target temporary vid-
eo segment, and combine the target temporary video
segment into the temporary video segment previous
to the target temporary video segment; the target
temporary video segment being any temporary video
segment in the at least one temporary video segment
other than a first temporary video segment; and

use each remaining temporary video segment after
combination as the at least one video segment.

[0096] Optionally, the second processing module 702
is specifically configured to:

input each image frame in the target video segment
into the image detection model, to obtain a model
detection result outputted by the image detection
model, the model detection result being used for in-
dicating respective temporary locations of the first
object and the second object in the image frame in-
cluded in the target video segment; and

perform smoothing correction on the respective tem-
porary locations of the first object and the second
object in the image frame included in the target video
segment, to obtain the respective locations of the
first object and the second object in the image frame
included in the target video segment.

[0097] Optionally, during the performing of the smooth-
ing correction on the respective temporary locations of
the first object and the second object in the image frame
included in the target video segment, the second
processing module 702 is specifically configured to:
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obtain temporary locations of a target object in image
frames of a third image group and a fourth image
group, the target object being any one of the first
object and the second object, the third image group
being w image frames previous to a third image
frame, the fourth image group being w image frames
subsequent to the third image frame, the third image
frame being any image frame in the target video seg-
ment other than the first w frames and the last w
frames, w being an integer greater than or equal to 1;

obtain an average location, the average location be-
ing an average value of the temporary locations of
the target object in the image frames of the third im-
age group and the fourth image group; and

correct the temporary location of the target object in
the third image frame according to the average lo-
cation.

[0098] Optionally, during the correcting of the tempo-
rary location of the target object in the third image frame
according to the average location, the second processing
module 702 is specifically configured to:

obtain an offset of the temporary location of the target
object in the third image frame relative to the average
location; and

correct, in a case that the offset is greater than an
offset threshold, the temporary location of the target
object in the third image frame to be the average
location.

[0099] Optionally, the second processing module 702
is further configured to, before the performing of the
smoothing correction on the respective temporary loca-
tions of the first object and the second object in the image
frame included in the target video segment, obtain a tem-
plate image corresponding to a fourth image frame, the
fourth image frame being an image frame that is of the
target object and that is not detected by the image de-
tection model in the image frames included in the target
video segment; the template image being an image cor-
responding to a temporary location of the target object
in a fifth image frame; the fifth image frame being an
image frame that is of the target object and that is de-
tected by the image detection model previous to the
fourth image frame in the image frames included in the
target video segment, and/or, the fifth image frame being
an image frame that is of the target object and that is
detected by the image detection model subsequent to
the fourth image frame in the image frames included in
the target video segment; and
perform template matching in the fourth image frame
through the template image, to obtain a temporary loca-
tion of the target object in the fourth image frame.
[0100] Optionally, the determining module 703 is spe-

cifically configured to determine, in a case that the dis-
tance between the location of the first object and the lo-
cation of the second object in the first image frame is less
than a distance threshold, the key time point of the video
according to the time point of the first image frame in the
video.
[0101] Optionally, the determining module 703 is spe-
cifically configured to determine, in a case that the preset
condition is met between the location of the first object
and the location of the second object in the first image
frame, the time point of the first image frame in the video
as the key time point of the video.
[0102] Optionally, the shot type includes at least one
of a long shot, a close shot, a close-up shot, an audience
shot, and an advertisement shot.
[0103] For functions of the modules, reference may be
made to descriptions of the steps in the embodiment
shown in FIG. 4 or FIG. 5, and details are not described
herein.
[0104] FIG. 8 is a schematic structural diagram of a
computer device according to an exemplary embodi-
ment. The computer device 800 includes a central
processing unit (CPU) 801, a system memory 804 includ-
ing a random access memory (RAM) 802 and a read-
only memory (ROM) 803, and a system bus 805 con-
necting the system memory 804 and the CPU 801. The
computer device 800 further includes a basic input/output
system (I/O system) 806 configured to transmit informa-
tion between components in the computer, and a mass
storage device 807 configured to store an operating sys-
tem 813, an application program 814, and another pro-
gram module 815.
[0105] The basic I/O system 806 includes a display
808 configured to display information, and an input de-
vice 809 used by a user to input information, such as a
mouse or a keyboard. The display 808 and the input de-
vice 809 are both connected to the CPU 801 by an in-
put/output (I/O) controller 810 connected to the system
bus 805. The basic I/O system 806 may further include
the I/O controller 810 for receiving and processing an
input from a plurality of other devices such as a keyboard,
a mouse, or an electronic stylus. Similarly, the I/O con-
troller 810 further provides an output to a display screen,
a printer, or another type of output device.
[0106] The mass storage device 807 is connected to
the CPU 801 by using a mass storage controller (not
shown) connected to the system bus 805. The mass stor-
age device 807 and an associated computer-readable
medium provide non-volatile storage for the computer
device 800. That is, the mass storage device 807 may
include a computer-readable medium (not shown), such
as a hard disk or a CD-ROM drive.
[0107] The computer-readable medium may include a
computer storage medium and a communication medi-
um. The computer storage medium includes volatile and
non-volatile, removable and non-removable media that
store information such as computer-readable instruc-
tions, data structures, program modules, or other data
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and that are implemented by using any method or tech-
nology. The computer storage medium includes a RAM,
a ROM, an EPROM, an EEPROM, a flash memory, or
another solid state storage technology, a CD-ROM, a
DVD, or another optical storage, a magnetic cassette, a
magnetic tape, a magnetic disk storage, or another mag-
netic storage device. Certainly, it may be known by a
person skilled in the art that the computer storage medi-
um is not limited to the foregoing several types. The sys-
tem memory 804 and the mass storage device 807 may
be generally referred to as a memory.
[0108] The computer device 800 may be connected to
the Internet or another network device by using a network
interface unit 811 connected to the system bus 805.
[0109] The memory further stores one or more com-
puter-readable instructions. The one or more computer-
readable instructions are stored in the memory. The CPU
801 executes the one or more computer-readable in-
structions to implement all or some of steps of the method
shown in FIG. 4 or FIG. 5.
[0110] In an exemplary embodiment, a non-temporary
computer-readable storage medium including an instruc-
tion, for example, a memory including a computer pro-
gram (an instruction), is further provided, and the pro-
gram (the instruction) may be executed by a processor
of a computer device to complete all or some of steps of
the methods shown in the embodiments of this applica-
tion. For example, the non-temporary computer-readable
storage medium may be a ROM, a RAM, a CD-ROM, a
magnetic tape, a floppy disk, an optical data storage de-
vice, or the like.
[0111] After considering the specification and imple-
menting the present disclosure, a person skilled in the
art can readily think of other implementations of this ap-
plication. This application is intended to cover any vari-
ations, uses or adaptation of this application following
the general principles of this application, and includes
the well-known knowledge and conventional technical
means in the art and undisclosed in this application. The
specification and the embodiments are merely consid-
ered as examples, and the actual scope and the spirit of
this application are pointed out by the following claims.
[0112] It is to be understood that this application is not
limited to the accurate structures that are described in
the foregoing and that are shown in the accompanying
drawings, and modifications and changes may be made
without departing from the scope of this application. The
scope of this application is limited by the appended claims
only.

Claims

1. A method for recognizing a key time point in a video,
executed by a computer device, the method com-
prising:

obtaining at least one video segment by

processing each image frame in the video
through an image classification model, the im-
age classification model being a machine learn-
ing model obtained by training according to a
first sample image frame, the first sample image
frame being an image frame marked with a shot
type; wherein each of the at least one video seg-
ment comprises at least two consecutive image
frames in the video, and each of the at least one
video segment corresponds to one shot type;
obtaining respective locations of a first object
and a second object in an image frame of the
target video segment by processing a target vid-
eo segment through an image detection model,
the image detection model being a machine
learning model obtained by training according
to a second sample image frame, the second
sample image frame being an image frame
marked with the location of the first object and
the location of the second object; the target vid-
eo segment being a video segment correspond-
ing to a designated shot type in the at least one
video segment; and
determining, in a case that a preset condition is
met between the location of the first object and
the location of the second object in a first image
frame, the key time point of the video according
to a time point of the first image frame in the
video; the first image frame being any one of
image frames of the target video segment.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the ob-
taining the at least one video segment by processing
each image frame in the video through the image
classification model comprises:

inputting each image frame in the video into the
image classification model, to obtain a model
classification result outputted by the image clas-
sification model, the model classification result
being used for indicating a shot type of the each
image frame in the video;
performing smoothing correction on the shot
type of the each image frame in the video indi-
cated by the model classification result; and
dividing the video into the at least one video seg-
ment according to the shot type of the each im-
age frame in the video after the smoothing cor-
rection.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the per-
forming smoothing correction on the shot type of the
each image frame in the video indicated by the model
classification result comprises:

obtaining a category mode of a first image group
and a category mode of a second image group,
the category mode indicating a shot type in the
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image group with a maximum quantity of corre-
sponding image frames; the first image group
comprises r image frames prior to the second
image frame, the second image group compris-
es r image frames subsequent to the second
image frame, the second image frame is any
one image frame in the video other than the first
r frames and the last r frames, r being an integer
greater than or equal to 1; and
setting, in a case that a shot type indicated by
the category mode of the first image group is the
same as a shot type indicated by the category
mode of the second image group, the shot type
of the second image frame to the shot type in-
dicated by the category mode of the first image
group.

4. The method according to claim 2, wherein the divid-
ing the video into the at least one video segment
according to the shot type of the each image frame
in the video after the smoothing correction compris-
es:

dividing the video into at least one temporary
video segment according to the shot type of the
each image frame in the video after the smooth-
ing correction, each of the at least one temporary
video segment comprises the same shot type of
image frames, and two consecutive temporary
video segments comprise different shot types of
image frames;
modifying, in a case that a quantity of image
frames in a target temporary video segment is
less than a preset quantity threshold, a shot type
of each image frame in the target temporary vid-
eo segment into a shot type of each image frame
in a temporary video segment previous to the
target temporary video segment, and combining
the target temporary video segment with the
temporary video segment previous to the target
temporary video segment, wherein the target
temporary video segment is any one temporary
video segment in the at least one temporary vid-
eo segment other than a first temporary video
segment; and
using each remaining temporary video segment
in the at leasat one temporary video segment
after combination as the at least one video seg-
ment.

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the ob-
taining respective locations of the first object and the
second object in the image frame of the target video
segment by processing the target video segment
through the image detection model comprises:

inputting each image frame in the target video
segment into the image detection model, to ob-

tain a model detection result outputted by the
image detection model, the model detection re-
sult being used for indicating respective tempo-
rary locations of the first object and the second
object in the image frame of the target video seg-
ment; and
performing smoothing correction on the respec-
tive temporary locations of the first object and
the second object in the image frame comprised
in the target video segment, to obtain the re-
spective locations of the first object and the sec-
ond object in the image frame of the target video
segment.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the per-
forming the smoothing correction on the respective
temporary locations of the first object and the second
object in the image frame of the target video segment
comprises:

obtaining temporary locations of a target object
in image frames of a third image group and a
fourth image group, the target object being any
one of the first object and the second object, the
third image group comprising w image frames
previous to a third image frame, the fourth image
group comprising w image frames subsequent
to the third image frame, the third image frame
being any one image frame in the target video
segment other than the first w frames and the
last w frames, w being an integer greater than
or equal to 1;
obtaining an average location, the average lo-
cation being an average value of the temporary
locations of the target object in the image frames
of the third image group and the fourth image
group; and
correcting the temporary location of the target
object in the third image frame according to the
average location.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the cor-
recting the temporary location of the target object in
the third image frame according to the average lo-
cation comprises:

obtaining an offset of the temporary location of
the target object in the third image frame relative
to the average location; and
correcting, in a case that the offset is greater
than an offset threshold, the temporary location
of the target object in the third image frame to
be the average location.

8. The method according to claim 6, wherein the meth-
od further comprises: before the performing the
smoothing correction on the respective temporary
locations of the first object and the second object in
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the image frame of the target video segment,
obtaining a template image corresponding to a fourth
image frame, the fourth image frame being an image
frame that comprises the target object and that is not
detected by the image detection model in the image
frames of the target video segment; the template im-
age being an image corresponding to a temporary
location of the target object in a fifth image frame;
the fifth image frame being an image frame that com-
prises the target object and that is detected by the
image detection model previous to the fourth image
frame amomg the image frames in the target video
segment, and/or, the fifth image frame being an im-
age frame that comprises the target object and that
is detected by the image detection model subse-
quent to the fourth image frame amomg the image
frames in the target video segment; and
performing template matching in the fourth image
frame through the template image, to obtain the tem-
porary location of the target object in the fourth image
frame.

9. The method according to claim 1, wherein the deter-
mining, in a case that a preset condition is met be-
tween the location of the first object and the location
of the second object in a first image frame, the key
time point of the video according to a time point of
the first image frame in the video comprises:
determining, in a case that a distance between the
location of the first object and the location of the sec-
ond object in the first image frame is less than a
distance threshold, the key time point of the video
according to the time point of the first image frame
in the video.

10. The method according to claim 1, wherein the deter-
mining, in a case that a preset condition is met be-
tween the location of the first object and the location
of the second object in a first image frame, the key
time point of the video according to a time point of
the first image frame in the video comprises:
determining, in a case that the preset condition is
met between the location of the first object and the
location of the second object in the first image frame,
the time point of the first image frame in the video
as the key time point of the video.

11. An apparatus for recognizing a key time point in a
video, comprising:

a first processing module, configured to obtain
at least one video segment by processing each
image frame in the video through an image clas-
sification model, the image classification model
being a machine learning model obtained by
training according to a first sample image frame,
the first sample image frame being an image
frame marked with a shot type, wherein each of

the at least one video segment comprises at
least two consecutive image frames in the video,
and each of the at least one video segment cor-
responds to one shot type;
a second processing module, configured to ob-
tain respective locations of a first object and a
second object in an image frame of the target
video segmen by processing a target video seg-
ment through an image detection model, the im-
age detection model being a machine learning
model obtained by training according to a sec-
ond sample image frame, the second sample
image frame being an image frame marked with
the location of the first object and the location of
the second object; the target video segment be-
ing a video segment corresponding to a desig-
nated shot type in the at least one video seg-
ment; and
a determining module, configured to determine,
in a case that a preset condition is met between
the location of the first object and the location of
the second object in a first image frame, the key
time point of the video according to a time point
of the first image frame in the video; the first
image frame being any one of image frames of
the target video segment.

12. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the
first processing module is configured to:

input each image frame in the video into the im-
age classification model, to obtain a model clas-
sification result outputted by the image classifi-
cation model, the model classification result be-
ing used for indicating a shot type of the each
image frame in the video;
perform smoothing correction on the shot type
of the each image frame in the video and that is
indicated by the model classification result; and
divide the video into the at least one video seg-
ment according to the shot type of the each im-
age frame in the video after the smoothing cor-
rection.

13. The apparatus according to claim 12, wherein the
first processing module is configured to:

obtain a category mode of a first image group
and a category mode of a second image group,
the category mode indicating a shot type in the
image group with a maximum quantity of corre-
sponding image frames; the first image group
comprises r image frames prior to the second
image frame, the second image group compris-
es r image frames subsequent to the second
image frame, the second image frame is any
one image frame in the video other than the first
r frames and the last r frames, r being an integer
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greater than or equal to 1; and
set, in a case that a shot type indicated by the
category mode of the first image group is the
same as a shot type indicated by the category
mode of the second image group, the shot type
of the second image frame to the shot type in-
dicated by the category mode of the first image
group.

14. The apparatus according to claim 12, wherein the
first processing module is configured to:

divide the video into at least one temporary video
segment according to the shot type of the each
image frame in the video after the smoothing
correction, each of the at least one temporary
video segment comprises the same shot type of
image frames, and two consecutive temporary
video segments comprise different shot types of
image frames;
modify, in a case that a quantity of image frames
in a target temporary video segment is less than
a preset quantity threshold, a shot type of each
image frame in the target temporary video seg-
ment into a shot type of each image frame in a
temporary video segment previous to the target
temporary video segment, and combining the
target temporary video segment with the tem-
porary video segment previous to the target tem-
porary video segment, wherein the target tem-
porary video segment is any one temporary vid-
eo segment in the at least one temporary video
segment other than a first temporary video seg-
ment; and
use each remaining temporary video segment
in the at leasat one temporary video segment
after combination as the at least one video seg-
ment.

15. The apparatus according to claim 11, wherein the
second processing module is configured to:

input each image frame in the target video seg-
ment into the image detection model, to obtain
a model detection result outputted by the image
detection model, the model detection result be-
ing used for indicating respective temporary lo-
cations of the first object and the second object
in the image frame of the target video segment;
and
perform smoothing correction on the respective
temporary locations of the first object and the
second object in the image frame comprised in
the target video segment, to obtain the respec-
tive locations of the first object and the second
object in the image frame of the target video seg-
ment.

16. The apparatus according to claim 15, wherein the
second processing module is configured to:

obtain temporary locations of a target object in
image frames of a third image group and a fourth
image group, the target object being any one of
the first object and the second object, the third
image group comprising w image frames previ-
ous to a third image frame, the fourth image
group comprising w image frames subsequent
to the third image frame, the third image frame
being any one image frame in the target video
segment other than the first w frames and the
last w frames, w being an integer greater than
or equal to 1;
obtain an average location, the average location
being an average value of the temporary loca-
tions of the target object in the image frames of
the third image group and the fourth image
group; and
correct the temporary location of the target ob-
ject in the third image frame according to the
average location.

17. The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein the
second processing module is configured to:

obtain an offset of the temporary location of the
target object in the third image frame relative to
the average location; and
correct, in a case that the offset is greater than
an offset threshold, the temporary location of the
target object in the third image frame to be the
average location.

18. The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein the
second processing module is configured to:

obtain a template image corresponding to a
fourth image frame, the fourth image frame be-
ing an image frame that comprises the target
object and that is not detected by the image de-
tection model in the image frames of the target
video segment; the template image being an im-
age corresponding to a temporary location of
the target object in a fifth image frame; the fifth
image frame being an image frame that com-
prises the target object and that is detected by
the image detection model, previous to the
fourth image frame among the image frames
comprised in the target video segment, and/or,
the fifth image frame being an image frame, that
comprises the target object and that is detected
by the image detection model, subsequent to
the fourth image frame among the image frames
comprised in the target video segment; and
perform template matching in the fourth image
frame through the template image, to obtain the
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temporary location of the target object in the
fourth image frame.

19. A computer device, comprising a processor and a
memory, the memory storing at least one computer-
readable instruction, the computer-readable instruc-
tion being loaded and executed by the processor to
perform the following operations:

obtaining at least one video segment by
processing each image frame in the video
through an image classification model, the im-
age classification model being a machine learn-
ing model obtained by training according to a
first frame image sample, the first sample image
frame being an image frame marked with a shot
type; wherein each of the at least one video seg-
ment comprises at least two consecutive image
frames in the video, and each of the at least one
video segment corresponds to one shot type;
obtaining respective locations of a first object
and a second object in an image frame of the
target video segment by processing a target vid-
eo segment through an image detection model,
the image detection model being a machine
learning model obtained by training according
to a second sample image frame, the second
sample image frame being an image frame
marked with the location of the first object and
the location of the second object; the target vid-
eo segment being a video segment correspond-
ing to a designated shot type in the at least one
video segment; and
determining, in a case that a preset condition is
met between the location of the first object and
the location of the second object in a first image
frame, the key time point of the video according
to a time point of the first image frame in the
video; the first image frame being any one of
image frames of the target video segment.

20. A non-volatile computer-readable storage medium,
the storage medium storing at least one computer-
readable instruction, and the computer-readable in-
struction being loaded by a processor to perform the
following operations:

obtaining at least one video segment by
processing each image frame in the video
through an image classification model, the im-
age classification model being a machine learn-
ing model obtained by training according to a
first frame image sample, the first sample image
frame being an image frame marked with a shot
type; wherein each of the at least one video seg-
ment comprises at least two consecutive image
frames in the video, and each of the at least one
video segment corresponds to one shot type;

obtaining respective locations of a first object
and a second object in an image frame of the
target video segment by processing a target vid-
eo segment through an image detection model,
the image detection model being a machine
learning model obtained by training according
to a second sample image frame, the second
sample image frame being an image frame
marked with the location of the first object and
the location of the second object; the target vid-
eo segment being a video segment correspond-
ing to a designated shot type in the at least one
video segment; and
determining, in a case that a preset condition is
met between the location of the first object and
the location of the second object in a first image
frame, the key time point of the video according
to a time point of the first image frame in the
video; the first image frame being any one of
image frames of the target video segment.
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